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How to have Both: Shakespeare for real Life

In this presentation I outline the kind of kinesthetic, IT and other modern teaching 
methods which I share with trainee and in-service teachers. These methods born of 
recent pedagogies and technologies, will support local teachers in helping secondary 
school students realise why Shakespeare is: 

a) still important, 

b) life and work enhancing and 

c) a joy. 

I will propose that what is key here is the pulling down of any hint of ‘bardolatry’, 
replaced by an affectionate irreverence for “big Willy” and his scripts and an ever-
shifting passionate proactive curiosity in both students and teachers for the roads less 
travelled in Shakespeare’s writings.

As teachers can we learn not only to let go of old ways of teaching Shakespeare, but 
also let go of the same old texts, open ourselves to unheard of possibly higher grade 
young people-friendly Shakespeare?



Shakespeare? No special pleading needed…

▪ Perhaps a moral question – not only is Shakespeare for all justified: it could be argued that 
denying students of any ability or social group any exposure to Shakespeare's writings is a denial 
of an essential element of global cultural capital. Shakespeare is one cultural luxury we should all 
afford and indeed are due.

▪ Shakespeare’s gloriously ambiguous, unstable, profound, question-begging writings are uniquely 
rich textual resources and more importantly satisfyingly unpredictable works of art. They are part 
of a cultural global lingua franca, cultural capital our students often tellingly lack.

▪ The comprise a double-whammy of cultural nutrition: students through Shakespeare’s works 
potentially, ideally encounter unprecedentedly moving and memorable language while exploring 
personal profoundly relevant issues as problems to argue over rather than pithy top-down 
maxims.

▪ However, in the classroom these texts need to be deployed sensitively – and – if we as teachers 
are ever awarded the choice and the occasions – chosen informedly.

▪ Shakespeare’s scripts while potentially, intellectually stimulating, great fun, also encourage us to 
be more human, more empathetic – something our current society, nation evidently requires in 
spades.



A counterintuitive pedagogy born of 
Shakespeare-unempathetic times

▪ This is my work-in-progress, still progressing, pedagogical-experimental ideas outlined here are 
born of the local increasing marginalization of Shakespeare at all levels.

▪ For the past two decades Singapore secondary students have become less and less likely to 
encounter Shakespeare during their years at school as Literature in English as a subject has 
become an optional option, increasingly the preserve of elite often female students.

▪ NIE itself in the past few years has hosted Singapore’s only ever  ‘Teaching Shakespeare’ 
symposium (2016) 

▪ I often wonder how to respond as a teacher of potential teachers of Shakespeare in the remaining 
opportunities and avenues there are for teaching teachers Shakespeare? 

▪ (A) Bend over backwards with the tide to popularize / water down Shakespeare at all costs, 
offering a kind of bullet pointed, beige little skills for life Shakespeare.?

▪ Or (b) ‘perversely’ go the other way: introduce students to unfamiliar, ‘unreadable  - and arguably 
even more ‘useless’ - Shakespeare and the scarily groundbreaking new journeys and problems 
that that may throw up?



Slides from MEd ‘Teaching Shakespeare’ 
symposium (2016)





A pedagogical philosophy?

▪ Teachers often wonder, what to focus on in a Shakespeare text? Are students clear as to what the 
teacher will be looking for? Does the teacher herself have a clear idea?

▪ I would hope - as we shall see below - that in the classroom in which new, unfamiliar Shakespeare 
texts are explored, students will be awarded more physical and imaginative freedom to critically 
as well as imaginatively respond to texts and issues pertaining.

▪ However, as ever, we need to ask ourselves, in the local context, relative mixed ability, possibly up 
to 40 to a class : are we serving the needs of all students from the especially intelligent to the less 
academic. One also wonders which of these kinds of students are more likely to respond most 
dynamically and fulsomely to Shakespeare’s scripts?. 

▪ Can we alert and sensitise all Singapore students to the variety of literary meaning  in 
Shakespeare's uber-rich often ambiguous texts? – can Singapore students, often ‘binary 
conditioned’, cope with Shakespeare’s polysemousness? Can students rise to the challenge of 
confidently, even audibly entering into exciting debates about the issues that are the ‘ore’ of 
these texts?

▪ Primarily, how do we avoid superficial/ platitude-ridden  and bowdlerized Shakespeare 
pedagogies? (which I fear conservative traditional local pedagogical cultures still unwittingly or 
wittingly communicates a desire for from our students).



In my MEd Teaching Shakespeare classes, I have tried to 
encourage local teachers of Shakespeare to…

▪ Value the student’s responses and encourage them to form their own 
interpretations of the text. Teacher has a role as modestly, genuinely 
fallible but openly reflective co-learner, facilitator with often more 
questions than quick and shallow hard and fast answers.

▪ Try to cultivate in their students an appreciation for the ambiguity 
that Literature, not least, Shakespeare’s writings. And therefore to 
accept any valid interpretation and evidence that the students 
provide. 

▪ Work hard to craft the right/ ‘sweet’ questions for their students to 
stimulate and prompt students to genuinely interrogate and deepen 
their understanding of text and the issue at hand. 



However, I have also been guilty of arrogant-ignorance, 
presumptuous assumptions! As a teacher-facilitator of Shakespeare 

i continue to be continually surprised, learning…

▪ I once told a class we’d never see Shakespeare performed in Jurong, assuming Shakespeare was an elite 
preserve denied the boondocks.

▪ One of my students, perhaps determined to prove me wrong, made this happen with her students: with 
free annual public performances of ‘Macbeth’ and ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ at Jurong library.

▪ Clearly there are many teachers of Shakespeare doing similar good practice - and even better.



But the Shakespeare canon is an uneven playing field and not 
originally created with local secondary students in mind

▪ Are the texts we normally, regularly wheel out for our students the 
only ones we could or should expose our students to?

▪ Do relevances and resonances of Shakespeare texts for teenagers 
change over time (and space)?

▪ Even if we are not going to teach ‘Timon of Athens’ or ‘Venus and 
Adonis’, will we be more better teachers of shakespeare for being 
exposed to and reflecting upon them?



Shakespeare Texts Offered at GCE O Level 
Over the Last Few Decades….

Three tragedies, two comedies  - 5 out of a possible 40 plays…

▪ ‘Merchant of Venice’  (1596-7)

▪ ‘Julius Caesar’ (1599)

▪ ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ (1595-6)

▪ ‘Romeo and Juliet’ (1591-5)

▪ ‘Macbeth’ (1599-1603)



Issues with those five current, exam-driven 
secondary school Shakespeare texts…

▪ Are they (were they ever) appropriate? Stimulating? Student and / or girl-
friendly? Especially vis a vis ‘Julius Caesar’, ‘The Merchant of Venice’.

▪ Aren't these tired colonial, old early-mid 20th century school academic 
choices, now based on the questionable premise that these texts are 
somehow ‘easier’ for students?

▪ How ‘girl friendly’ are these texts? Under the raking lights of waves of 
feminism, some might be deemed to verge on the misogynistic.

▪ From my recent research, interviewing a range of shakespeare teachers,  it 
seems that teachers of O level Lit in Singapore have had unequivocal 
success with ‘Macbeth’, equivocal success with ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and ‘A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream’ – arguably less so with ‘Julius Caesar’ and 
‘Merchant of Venice’.



My ‘Dream’ Texts to Experiment With in local 
classrooms

▪ ‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’ ( my students  immediately loving it)

▪ ‘Pericles, Prince of Tyre’ (my students soon loving it)

▪ ‘Henry VIII’ (my students eventually loving it)

▪ Yet to be explored/ taught: ‘Two Noble Kinsmen’? ‘Titus Andronicus’, 
‘Timon of Athens’, ‘King John’? Or what about working with poems 
like ‘Venus and Adonis’, ‘Sonnets’, ‘The Rape of Lucrece’? 



Possible Issues with my ‘Ideal’ Dream 
Shakespeare  Texts

▪ A Fresh look at the Shakespeare Canon: ‘new’ texts, hopefully generating 
fresh/ eternal issues & methodologies 

▪ Dangerous, anxiety-inducing – because not studied or even read before, 
how do we teach them? We may feel we need support in teaching them. 
But how much support have Singapore literature teachers received in their 
planning for and teaching other more familiar Shakespeare texts?

▪ Appropriate? – issues of sex and politics touched on in these texts, often 
frowned on by conservative Singapore society in a classroom context.

▪ Also issue of Political correctness – ‘fat jokes’, making fun of accents 
(French & Welsh), hints at domestic sexual abuse in ‘Pericles’. Do we need to 
protect young adults from Shakespeare?

▪ Ground-breaking? – exciting – new possibilities, issues – new pedagogies. 
Shakespeare as we have never encountered before.



These groundbreaking or other Shakespeare texts could very well be 
experimented with and further explored using the following 

kinesthetic, IT and/ or flipped classroom activities

▪ Games and mimes based upon passages and moments from these plays.

▪ Drama and performance of scenes or micro-versions of the play/s taught

▪ Treating plays as ‘scripts’ and irreverently doing what we want with them –
adapting thme, making Shakespeare our own.

▪ Choral readings, rote learning of speeches for performance in a variety of 
ways.

▪ Being creative with Shakespeare through students’ own writing and other 
art work – sadly something Singapore Literature in English syllabus, unlike 
that in other countries, leaves little room or provision for.



Use of IT Methods 

▪ As well as old favorites like PowerPoint, digital visualizer and /or projector, teachers in 
approaching and experimenting with these unorthodox shakespeare texts might also deploy:

▪ Social media: ‘Facebook’ profiles of and ‘text’-like discussions between Shakespeare characters.

▪ Blogs for Shakespeare characters like Marina, Wolsey, and Sir John Falstaff aka ‘Fat Woman of 
Brentford’

▪ Recording rap songs deploying Shakespeare quotes using IT recording technology/ software – to 
be shared and discussed online

▪ Students to film scenes, adaptations or a short ‘movie trailer’ for a production of play being 
explored. Students enjoying compiling apposite pertinent but on trend soundtracks, maybe using 
Youtube or Spotify.

▪ Personally, I would like to see/ experiment with how successful it would be using Padlet
https://padlet.com/ or Kahoot https://kahoot.it/ in the classroom – the class voting on issues and 
questions such as ‘Does Pericles do right in leaving his Kingdom to avoid assassination and visit 
other kingdoms and governments?’, ‘Is jealous Master Ford to be condemned or sympathized 
with?”,  “are the long stage directions in ‘Henry VIII’ a help or a hindrance?”

https://padlet.com/
https://kahoot.it/


Flipped classroom - with IT

▪ Online flash cards – using e.g. the Quizlet App https://quizlet.com/ – students 
researching, learning lines, vocab and facts about the play for homework, then 
presenting, talking about them in class the following day.

▪ Wordplay programme http://www.thenewbookpress.com/ , allowing students to 
simultaneously approach the text through a variety of ways – text and performance

▪ Googledoc https://www.google.com/docs/about/ and/ or Skitch
https://evernote.com/products/skitch – students at school and at home collaboratively 
annotating scenes and speeches.

▪ Online Discussion Boards – so that students at home can review and analyze scenes 
taught in class – then discuss and argue about e.g. a theme related to that scene. 

▪ Video-Annotation Tools – wonderful programmes like EDpuzzle https://edpuzzle.com/
allowing students to compare and contrast different versions of the same scene and 
then explore questions related to the different ways the scene has been interpreted.

https://quizlet.com/
http://www.thenewbookpress.com/
https://www.google.com/docs/about/
https://evernote.com/products/skitch
https://edpuzzle.com/


(& not least importantly) those fresh texts….



Pedagogical arguments for ‘unteachable’ 
Shakespeare: ‘Merry Wives’, ‘Henry 8’, & ‘Pericles’  

▪ Very popular in Shakespeare’s times, more popular than the plays we’ve been lead 
to regard as ‘best’ for the last century.

▪ Popular still, albeit with audiences rather than critics, academic scholars. Raises a 
question: are we teaching Shakespeare purely as an academic exercise, when 
pleasure was principally the point of these plays’ creation?

▪ Today, they are fresh as yet unexplored works potentially yielding fresh issues fresh 
questions, fresh problems, fresh pedagogies. Currently, there are no supportive, 
but also no oppressive weight of earlier precedents vis a vis Shakespeare 
pedagogy.

▪ The three works seem to be comparatively more 2020 Girl friendly than those 
traditionally offered (more secondary school girls than boys study Shakespeare in 
Singapore in this day and age, are they catered for?)

▪ Arguably offering greater opportunities for students to personally and informedly
respond both creatively and academically in fresh, relevant ways.



“Why, then the world ’s mine oyster,
Which I with sword will open.”



‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’ (1597?)

Some intriguing and pertinent themes:

▪ A focus on the humour and role of language, linguistics – through pun dialect, mis-pronunciation of English 
and other languages - – in an ideal world this would seem to be a text to for once genuinely have an 
interdisciplinary link between the subjects of language and literature that comprise local departments of 
English Language and Literature.

▪ Marriage – how to and how NOT to be a happy husband and wife

▪ Unfounded Jealousy of Mr Ford – as strong as Othello’s but with comic rather than tragic consequences.

▪ A woman’s right to choose her partner – Ann Page having old or inadequate if wealthy men forced on by 
respective parents – but ultimately outwitting to marry for love.

▪ Women being revenged on sexist behavior of Sir John Falstaff but with no one dying, and everyone at the end 
of the day educated and laughing by the end of the play.

▪ ‘spice’ to plot of slapstick, disguise and pagan deities and fairies – partially believed in.

▪ Non-ageist – funny heroes and villains mainly middle-aged – students’ parents’ age?

▪ A short sharp truly English satire upon class.



“Wives may be merry, and yet honest too.”



Henry VIII: “Love thyself last: cherish those hearts that hate thee:
Corruption wins not more than honesty.” 



Henry VIII: ‘All is True’ (1613)

Again, some intriguing and pertinent themes:

▪ What is ‘truth’? Nature of truth vs propaganda. Manipulation/s of history. What makes a key moment in history?

▪ Play underestimated, marginalised almost certainly because it defies our expectations of a late Shakespeare play – messes up 
the neat chronology of the Shakespeare life story – a new period of creation as Shakespeare dies.

▪ Extremely uncharacteristically long stage directions: Pedagogical opportunities to act them, but more excitingly to interpret
them as a class in groups through mime.

▪ A play to make you sad? Could this be a good thing? Queen Katherine’s moving salutary nobility and graciousness in defeat.

▪ Is the play propaganda or satire? Can students together use their critical reading skills to decide which?

▪ Interesting silences in the play: no mention of Katharine’s daughter Mary, ending with birth of Elizabeth – avoiding  Queen 
Anne’s beheading – and henry himself’s devolving into a paranoid, lecherous psychopath. Students could research this and 
decide why Shakespeare glossed these aspects of history – as moments in Singapore’s own history have been glossed.

▪ Three larger than life characters focused on: Buckingham, Wolsey, Katharine – why are some figures rather than others 
privileged in stories?

▪ “strange” and “patience” – key words like leitmotifs. The magical, biblical dimensions of this play.

▪ A play’s relationship to its historical and other sources.how does Shakeswpeare make literature / art out of history?



William Blake, ‘Queen Katherine’s Dream’ (c 1800)
Alas, poor wenches, where are now

your fortunes?
Shipwracked upon a kingdom where no pity,
No friend, no hope; no kindred weep for me



‘Pericles, Prince of Tyre’  (1607-8)
“To sing a song that old was sung
From ashes ancient Gower is come.”



‘Pericles’ – forever my favourite text! Teacher’s 
drawing upon and teaching hopefully to their 
informed enthusiasms?

Some intriguing and pertinent themes and issues:

▪ This play like Henry VIII a collaboration (we’re not even totally sure with whom) – deconstructs like nothing else the 
homogenous unhelpful concept of ‘the bard’ – wonderfully richly complicating possibilities of students exploring a 
collaboration?

• fathers and daughters – older generation redeemed by the hope of a younger generation.

• More successful than almost every other Shakespeare play – in Shakespeare’s lifetime.

• Not just me – T S Eliot thought it contained Shakespeare’s best lines, recent very successful exciting production in Singapore.

• Why its been so successful recently as a ‘Grayson Perry-esque’ production in celebration of the better inclusive elements of 
beleaguered Britain.  

• Variety: famine, pirates, sex workers, gods appearing in dreams, mother coming back from the dead after being retrieved from 
the sea, riddles.

▪ Varying models of government explored – and father/ daughter relationship paradigms!

▪ The sea – Singapore’s past

▪ Ecology – man living amidst against and with nature – especially the sea; social satire – the sea is like the land: big fisgh eat the 
little ones.



Globe production in Singapore, Autumn 2019



Success story

▪ All students so far have responded positively to these three plays, 
generating exponentially more varied and thoughtful responses than 
when I have taught mainstream, ‘canonical’ Shakespeare

▪ Recently, a female student told me all through school she never got 
the fuss about Shakespeare till she encountered ‘Pericles’ years later 
during my undergraduate ‘Shakespeare and Early Modern Drama’ 
course. 

▪ Even more recently – two female students were initially resistant to 
Henry VIII but then ultimately found themselves in tears watching the 
DVD of the BBC production play – notably the plight and death of 
Queen Katherine. They even videoed their tearful response and 
reception to the play.



To Summarise and Conclude…

▪ As the Singapore education system has seemed to  marginalize Shakespeare – as an educator I 
have intuitively and conscientiously responded by perversely moving  in the opposite direction: 
embracing even more obscure “unreadable” Shakespeare – though in reality these three plays 
discussed above are really neither…

▪ By so doing and exposing future teachers of Shakespeare to these ‘alternative’ texts, I have the 
folorn hope of ultimately engendering through my students’ students a wider greater national 
confidence in and curiosity about learning about and ‘playing with’ Shakespeare

▪ With the above suggested kinesthetic, IT and flipped classroom activities I would hope teachers 
could devise and craft a variety of activities pitched to stimulate and empower even short, under-
confident student mentalities of all abilities

▪ Might these dynamic, student-centred lessons even in their more conservative forms comprise of 
5 sections averaging 15 minutes? 1) Frontal teaching, 2) video, 3) class discussion, 4) group work 
engaging with short passages from Shakespeare’s scripts, 5) whole class responses explored 
dynamically via google doc and skoot? 

▪ Whether delivered as now via IT or physically delivered – if the ministry permitted I don’t know 
why Singapore cannot fulfil its cultural duty to provide Shakespeare for all, regardless of class, 
income bracket or ability  – a felonious denial these 20 odd years.



If you have any comments or questions, please 
do contact me:

▪ Angus Whitehead 

▪ richard.whitehead@nie.edu.sg

mailto:richard.whitehead@nie.edu.sg

